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Based on a 2010 study of consumer payment patterns, this paper examines how payment methods, including cash, are currently being used in Australia and how that use has changed over time. It also provides qualitative evidence of consumers’ preferences regarding different payment methods and highlights some potential areas for improvement in the payments system, as perceived by consumers.
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A recent national study explored attitudes and behaviour around bank switching in New Zealand. Using that data, this paper examines the influence of the number and type of products held by bank customers on their attitudes towards switching costs and switching. It finds that some products, particularly electronic payments, increase the perception of the hassle of switching. This suggests that the focus of regulatory action needs to be on making it easier to move electronic payments.
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NICK HOSSACK

Post-GFC, the Australian Government has moved in a more interventionist regulatory direction but, in comparison with other countries, it has gone beyond the ‘regulatory plumbing’ to intervening more directly in financial markets. This new approach lacks any obvious conceptual underpinning. Without this, financial regulation swings with the vagaries of politics, creating uncertainty, which ultimately affects access, cost, innovation and productivity.
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RICHARD SANDLANT

With governments around the world taking a renewed interest in effective consumer financial protection, this paper focuses on four key pillars: financial literacy, disclosure, advice, and product regulation. Although there is no one ‘silver bullet’ that will provide effective consumer financial protection on its own, there are potential synergies between these four pillars (and other measures), which can have a multiplier effect on the effectiveness of individual components, enhancing the overall efficiency of the policy framework.
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The ASX has two functionally similar markets for contingent equity contracts — a warrants market principally serving retail investors and an ETO market that may be used by retail and professional traders. Using pricing and volatility comparisons, this study finds that warrants are generally overpriced and are significantly dearer than their ETO equivalents. This paper recommends that short selling be allowed in the warrants market in order to reduce the pricing differentials and end the systematic exploitation of retail warrant investors by warrant issuers.

Retail derivatives: what we know, what we don’t know, and regulatory challenges
ALEX ERSKINE

This paper reviews what is known about retail investor participation in derivative products, including capital guaranteed/protected investments, CFDs and ETFs as well as futures, options and warrants. It highlights trends, information gaps, regulatory issues raised and the role of gatekeepers in promoting confident and informed retail investors. The paper suggests that there will be new or exacerbated challenges ahead with retail derivatives.
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